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Under Suspicion Jan 26 2020 Join DJ Smith an her feline friend Gorgonzola, heroes of the acclaimed
No Suspicious Circumstances, as they prepare to go undercover once more. DJ Smith is sent on her
most daunting task to date. After the murder of an undercover agent, it is DJ's duty to take over where
he left off - infiltrating a suspected money-laundering operation run by the formidable Ambrose
Vanheusen. A ruthless criminal he may be, but DJ knows he has an Achilles heel: an obsession with
his Persian Cat. DJ's passport into Vanheusen's empire comes in the form of her unlikely sidekick,
Gorgonzola, a moth-eaten ginger Persian and sniffer cat extraordinaire. Under Suspicion confirms
identical twin sisters Helen and Morna Mulgray as top notch crime writers - after all, two heads are
better than one...

A Woman Under Suspicion May 10 2021
Claws for Suspicion Oct 03 2020 When someone from her past comes to town to cause trouble, Kari
Stuart and her sassy kitten Queenie will have to work hard to protect the Serenity Sanctuary in this
new Catskills Pet Rescue Mystery. Kari Stuart is finally starting to relax into her role as the new owner
of the Serenity Sanctuary and is looking forward to the various fun autumn activities in the beautiful
Catskills town of Lakeview, like the annual Oktoberfest celebration. It’s time for friends and quality
bonding with handsome vet Angus McCoy. Until the unexpected arrival of her unpleasant ex-husband,
Charlie Smith. He comes bearing a shocking revelation—the paperwork on their divorce never went
through, and they are still married. Worse yet, he thinks this entitles him to half of her lottery
winnings—although he'll happily take partial ownership of the sanctuary instead. Kari isn’t sure if he’s
telling the truth, or if it’s just another one of Charlie’s lies. But things go from bad to worse when an
unexpected death makes Kari the main suspect in a murder investigation. Will she and Queenie be able
to find the real killer and keep the home they’ve built at the sanctuary safe, or is their string of luck
finally tapped out?
Suspicion Sep 02 2020 "If Alfred Hitchcock had directed Downton Abbey, the result would have been
this book. Alexandra Monir takes us on a gripping, nonstop thrill ride with just the right amount of
supernatural and an ending that you definitely won't suspect. I devoured it in one sitting." —Jessica
Brody, bestselling author of the Unremembered trilogy "Take The Princess Diaries and add magic,
murder and mystery, and you've got SUSPICION." —Amy Plum, author of the of the international
bestselling Die For Me series “There’s something hidden in the maze.” Seventeen-year-old Imogen
Rockford has never forgotten the last words her father said to her, before he, her mother, and the
gardens of her family’s English country manor were consumed by a blazing fire. For seven years,
images of her parents’ death have haunted Imogen’s dreams even as she moved away and attempted to
start over. But some attachments prove impossible to shake—including her love for her handsome
former neighbor Sebastian Stanhope. When a letter arrives that forces Imogen to return to her family’s
estate, she quickly discovers the dark secrets that her father warned her about. At their center is
Imogen herself—and Sebastian, the boy she never stopped loving. Combining spine-tingling mystery,
romance, and unforgettable characters, Suspicion is an action-packed thrill ride. "Intensely dramatic,
fast-paced, and twisty, Monir’s mystery ticks every gothic suspense box. The combination of
paranormal elements with a star-crossed romance between almost-royals should keep readers rapt."
—Booklist
The Art of Legislating Aug 01 2020 Any contemporary state presents itself as committed to the “rule
of law”, and this notion is perhaps the most powerful political ideal within the current global discourse
on legal and political institutions. Despite being a contested concept, the rule of law is generally
recognised as meaning that government is bound in all its actions by fixed and public rules, and that
these rules respect certain formal requirements and are enforced by an independent judiciary. This
book focuses on formal legality and the question of how to achieve good laws—a topic that was
famously addressed by the 18th century enlightened thinkers, but also by prominent legal scholars of
our time. Historically, the canon of “good legislation” demanded generality, publicity and
accessibility, and comprehensibility of laws; non-retroactivity; consistency; the possibility of
complying with legal obligations and prohibitions; stability; and congruency between enacted laws and
their application. All these are valuable ideals that should not be abandoned in today’s legal systems,
particularly in view of the silent revolution that is transforming our legality-based “states of law” into
jurisdictional states. Such ideals are still worth pursuing for those who believe in representative
democracy, in the rule of law and in the dignity of legislation. The idea for the book stemmed from the
author’s parliamentary and governmental experience; he was responsible for the Government of
Spain’s legislative co-ordination from 1982 to 1993, which were years of intensive legislative
production. The more than five hundred laws (and thousands of decrees) elaborated in this period
profoundly changed all sectors of the legal order inherited from Franco’s dictatorship, and laid the
foundations of a new social and democratic system. For an academic, this was an exciting experience,

which offered a unique opportunity to put the theory of legislation to the test. Reflecting and
elaborating on this experience, the book not only increases scholarly awareness of how laws are made,
but above all, improves the quality of legislation and as a result the rule of law.
Suspicion Sep 21 2019 Lie to your daughter. Betray your friend. Trust no-one. His nightmare began
with a quick handshake and a friendly smile... Danny Goodman would do anything for his teenage
daughter Abby. So when his wife dies, and he can no longer afford the school she adores, he borrows
money from Thomas Galvin, a well-known millionaire, and the father of Abby's best friend. But on the
day he takes the loan, the authorities turn up at his door. Thomas Galvin is a wanted criminal – and
they need Danny's help to bring him down. Now Danny is in an impossible dilemma. He can either go
to prison for accepting dirty money, or he can go undercover in a dangerous sting operation to betray
his new best friend... Recent reviews for Joseph Finder: 'Stunning ... I can't remember when I last read
a book so gripping and so satisfying' PETER JAMES. 'Smart, swift and well-informed' SCOTT
TUROW. 'Terrific' IAN RANKIN. 'A writer at the top of his game' MARK BILLINGHAM. 'Fantastic
... Kept me absolutely on the edge of my seat' MARTINA COLE. 'Timely, twisty and impossible to
put down' KARIN SLAUGHTER. 'A masterclass in ratcheting up the tension ... A classy, sophisticated
thriller' J.P. DELANEY.
Under Suspicion, With Child Mar 20 2022 As a cop, his job was to capture the killer who'd stirred
fear in the citizens of fog-shrouded Raven's Cliff. But Andrei Lagios had his own agonizing reasons
for bringing this criminal to justice. And the return of beautiful, pregnant Jocelyne Baker was a
distraction he couldn't afford. Yet the moment her life—and that of her unborn child—was threatened,
he insisted on working undercover and being her personal bodyguard. Getting close to Jocelyne stirred
a desire that pushed aside his pain. But the unrevealed secrets of her well-guarded past made him
suspect there was more to this homecoming than she claimed.…
Kiss the Girls and Make Them Cry Dec 25 2019 AN ELECTRIFYING NEW THRILLER FROM
'QUEEN OF SUSPENSE' MARY HIGGINS CLARK . . . When investigative journalist Gina Kane
receives an email from a 'CRyan' describing her 'terrible experience' while working at REL, a highprofile television news network, including the comment 'and I’m not the only one,' Gina knows she has
to pursue the story. But when Ryan goes silent, Gina is shocked to discover the young woman has died
tragically in a Jet Ski accident while on holiday. Meanwhile, REL counsel Michael Carter finds
himself in a tricky spot. Several female employees have come forward with allegations of sexual
misconduct. Carter approaches the CEO, offering to persuade the victims to accept settlements in
exchange for their silence. It’s a risky endeavor, but it could well make him rich. As more allegations
emerge and the company’s IPO draws near, Carter’s attempts to keep the story from making headlines
are matched only by Gina Kane’s determination to uncover the truth. Was Ryan’s death truly an
accident? And when another accuser turns up dead, Gina realizes someone—or some people—will go
to depraved lengths to keep the story from seeing the light. The novels of Mary Higgins Clark are
perfect for fans of Sabine Durant, Shari Lapena and everyone who loves a good mystery... *** Praise
for Mary Higgins Clark *** 'I adore Mary Higgins Clark' Karin Slaughter 'Trust Mary Higgins Clark
to know what frightens us to death' New York Times 'Clark plays out her story like the pro that she is .
. . flawless' Daily Mirror 'Should come with a warning: start in the evening and you'll be reading late
into the night' USA Today
The Cinderella Murder Jun 23 2022 In her new reality television series that explores unsolved crimes,
Laurie Moran brings together the friends and family of a murdered UCLA student to see what new
evidence from the cold case comes to light.
Under Suspicion Aug 25 2022 With an enemy who’s closer than they think… following the truth could
pull them in too deep. Hired to help the navy SEALs train their working dolphins, veterinarian Keilani
Lucas inadvertently crosses a vicious drug-smuggling ring on her first day. And when her fellow
trainer, Lieutenant Micah Kent, comes to her rescue, she suddenly has an around-the-clock bodyguard.
But with a traitor on the inside, can Keilani and Micah expose the mole before it’s too late?
Crime And Punishment Jun 30 2020 A few words about Dostoevsky himself may help the English

reader to understand his work. Dostoevsky was the son of a doctor. His parents were very hardworking and deeply religious people, but so poor that they lived with their five children in only two
rooms. The father and mother spent their evenings in reading aloud to their children, generally from
books of a serious character. Though always sickly and delicate Dostoevsky came out third in the final
examination of the Petersburg school of Engineering. There he had already begun his first work, “Poor
Folk.” This story was published by the poet Nekrassov in his review and was received with
acclamations. The shy, unknown youth found himself instantly something of a celebrity. A brilliant
and successful career seemed to open before him, but those hopes were soon dashed. In 1849 he was
arrested.
Friday Barnes, Girl Detective Oct 15 2021 Imagine if Sherlock Holmes was an eleven-year-old girl!
When Friday Barnes, girl genius, solves a bank robbery, she uses the reward money to send herself to
Highcrest Academy, the most exclusive boarding school in the country—and discovers it's a hotbed of
crime! Soon she's investigating everything from disappearing homework to the terrifying Yeti haunting
the school swamp. But the biggest mystery yet is Ian Wainscott, the handsomest (and most arrogant)
boy in school who inexplicably hates her. Will the homework be found? Can they ever track down the
Yeti? And why is Ian out to ruin her? With black-and-white art throughout, Friday Barnes, Girl
Detective is the launch of an exciting new mystery series that "will keep readers laughing from start to
finish." (Publishers Weekly)
Stuck Jul 20 2019 Vaccine reluctance and refusal are no longer limited to the margins of society.
Debates around vaccines' necessity -- along with questions around their side effects -- have gone
mainstream, blending with geopolitical conflicts, political campaigns, celebrity causes, and "natural"
lifestyles to win a growing number of hearts and minds. Today's anti-vaccine positions find audiences
where they've never existed previously. Stuck examines how the issues surrounding vaccine hesitancy
are, more than anything, about people feeling left out of the conversation. A new dialogue is long
overdue, one that addresses the many types of vaccine hesitancy and the social factors that perpetuate
them. To do this, Stuck provides a clear-eyed examination of the social vectors that transmit vaccine
rumors, their manifestations around the globe, and how these individual threads are all connected.
Above Suspicion Nov 23 2019 The first instalment in the bestselling Anna Travis series from the
BAFTA-winning writer Lynda La Plante, author of Widows, now a major motion picture Young Anna
Travis has been assigned to her first murder case - a series of killings that has shocked even the most
hardened of detectives. They started eight years ago - now the body count is up to six. The method of
killing is identical, the backgrounds of the girls identical - all drug-users and prostitutes. Then a
seventh body is found. The modus operandi is the same - but the victim is a young student with the
'face of an angel'. The profile of the murderer has changed dramatically. Determined to earn the respect
of her male colleagues, Anna stumbles on a vital piece of information which links one man to the
killings, a much-loved actor on the brink of international stardom. His arrest would create a media
frenzy. But if he were foundinnocent, his wouldn't be the only career over - Anna's hard fought for
reputation would be destroyed once and for all … 'Lynda La Plante practically invented the thriller.
Above Suspicion blew me away - it grabs you and doesn't let go until the last page' KARIN
SLAUGHTER 'La Plante is building up an interesting body of writing that is underrated… Anna
proves a resourceful and believable heroine and heralds the launch of a major new character'
GUARDIAN 'The prime suspect here is an adored actor, poised to hit the big time. Could he really be
behind a string of grisly murders? It's up to Anna Travis, La Plante's gutsy new heroine, to find out'
MAIL ON SUNDAY 'Like Jane Tennison, Anna Travis has to work a world which is still rampantly
chauvinistic… it is a novel to read about the complexity of relationships, as well as for its compelling
plot' DAILY EXPRESS
Suspicion Jan 06 2021 In the literary tradition of such mystery writers as Patricia Highsmith and Ruth
Rendell, Grimaldi creates an atmosphere charged with suspense as the daily lives and routines of her
characters, infected with suspicion, begin to rearrange themselves around a few frightening facts and
infinite monstrous possibilities."

Love Under Suspicion Oct 23 2019 She thinks he's married; he thinks she's a crook. Sloane Jameson,
an undercover narcotics agent searching for evidence that will link freight pilot Abby Tarleton to her
ex-husband's drug ring, doesn't bargain for his own feelings for Abby. How can he possibly complete
his investigation when he has fallen in love with the chief suspect?
Policing Suspicion Dec 05 2020 Policing Suspicion is an innovative examination of policing practices
and the impact of these on patterns of arrest and prosecution in London, 1780-1850. The work
establishes and defines the idea of 'proactive policing' in historical context: where police officers
exercised discretion to arrest defendants on suspicion that they had recently committed, or were about
to commit, an offence. Through detailed examination of primary sources, including the Old Bailey
Proceedings, newspaper reports, instructions for police officers, archival records of policing practices
and Select Committee reports, the book examines the reasons given for arrests, and the characteristics
of those arrested. Suggesting that individual police officers made active choices using their discretion,
the book highlights how policing practices affected the received record of criminal activity. It also
explores continuities and changes in policing practices before and after the establishment of the
Metropolitan Police force in 1829, examining the expectations placed on the various officials
responsible for law enforcement. The book contends that policing practices, and proactive officers
themselves, contributed to the prevalence of criminal stereotypes. Beyond the historical, the book is
situated within criminological frameworks around policing and preventive justice, noting parallels
between historical policing based on suspicion and contemporary police powers such as stop and
search. Speaking to issues of wider significance for criminologists by examining interactions between
the police and suspects, and reflecting on police decision making processes, the book offers an original
approach to those researching both the history of crime and policing, and criminology and criminal
justice more broadly.
Every Breath You Take Aug 13 2021 The fifth collaborative novel in the Under Suspicion series by
Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair Burke, takes place at the Met Gala in New York City.
Brainwash Aug 21 2019
Under Suspicion Oct 27 2022 The public generally regards the media with suspicion and distrust.
Therefore, the media's primary concern is to regain that trust through the production of sincerity.
Advancing the field of media studies in a truly innovative way, Boris Groys focuses on the media's
affect of sincerity and its manufacture of trust to appease skeptics. Groys identifies forms of media
sincerity and its effect on politics, culture, society, and conceptions of the self. He relies on different
philosophical writings thematizing the gaze of the other, from the theories of Heidegger, Sartre,
Mauss, and Bataille to the poststructuralist formulations of Lacan and Derrida. He also considers
media "states of exception" and their creation of effects of sincerity—a strategy that feeds the media's
predilection for the extraordinary and the sensational, further fueling the public's suspicions.
Emphasizing the media's production of emotion over the presentation (or lack thereof) of "facts,"
Groys launches a timely study boldly challenging the presumed authenticity of the media's worldview.
Until the Night Jun 11 2021 It's not unusual for John Cardinal to be hauled out of a warm bed on a
cold night in Algonquin Bay to investigate a murder. And at first this dead body, sprawled in the
parking lot of Motel 17, looks pretty run of the mill: the corpse has a big bootprint on his neck, and the
likely suspect is his lover's outraged husband. But the lover has gone missing. And then Delorme,
following a hunch, locates another missing woman, a senator's wife from Ottawa, frozen in the ruins of
an abandoned hotel way back in the woods. Spookily, she was chained up and abandoned wearing a
new winter parka and boots, with a thermos beside her--as if her murderer was giving her a whisper of
a chance at survival. Neither Delorme nor Cardinal can imagine where their investigation will lead:
into a decades-old injustice committed in the high Arctic; into the swingers' world inhabited by an exrock star who owns a pub in Algonquin Bay as well as private members' clubs in Toronto and Ottawa;
into the insecurity that afflicts Delorme the woman and the cop; and into the deep bond between
Delorme and Cardinal, which is at real risk of coming undone. In Until the Night, Giles Blunt outdoes
himself, creating a masterpiece of crime fiction that will not only haunt his fans and readers, but

delight and amaze them too.
Under Suspicion Apr 28 2020 Two men on the same side of the law-with two different objectives.
While investigating the same case, the situation turns deadly. Jim Harper has been Sheriff of Lewis
County for three decades. But when a drug investigation shatters the harmony of his County, he finds
his community questioning his abilities. Alan Bradley is a hard driving Special Agent of the Drug
Enforcement Agency. A tip leads Bradley to Lewis County where he suspects a drug dealer is hiding.
The Phantom file is a mysterious case on the DEA dockets, and solving it would make Bradley a hero.
Problems arise, which lead to mistakes and he finds himself unprepared. In order to preserve his
credibility, he spin doctors the situation. He resurrects a ghost from Lewis County's past-D.B. Cooper!
The public's reaction to the story of this hijacker couldn't be predicted as everyone is caught up in its
wake. They clash but there can only be one winner, and it'll be at the expense of the other. Who will
find that truth first?
You Don't Own Me May 22 2022 The extraordinary new novel from the grande dame of suspense,
Mary Higgins Clark, and Alafair Burke. Mary Higgins Clark published her first suspense thriller in
1974, and has been writing ever since. Each of her 51 books has been a bestseller and all of her novels
remain in print, with her debut, Where are the Children, now in its seventy-fifth printing. In 2014,
Clark joined forces with novelist Alafair Burke to begin the Under Suspicion series, about television
producer Laurie Moran and her crew tracking down and solving unsolvable cold-cases. Laurie and her
team have uncovered the worst of humanity over the years, from the murder of a rich woman at the
Met Gala ball to the gunning-down of Laurie's own husband. And now Laurie and her crew will be
faced with their most difficult case yet... *** Praise for Mary Higgins Clark & Alafair Burke *** 'I
adore Mary Higgins Clark' Karin Slaughter 'Trust Mary Higgins Clark to know what frightens us to
death' New York Times 'Clark plays out her story like the pro that she is . . . flawless' Daily Mirror
'Should come with a warning: start in the evening and you'll be reading late into the night'USA Today
Under Suspicion: A Friday Barnes Mystery Mar 08 2021 “A must-have series for middle-grade
readers.” —Booklist Friday Barnes, girl detective, is... under arrest?! Getting arrested was the last
thing Friday expected after solving the swamp-yeti mystery at her boarding school. But she better clear
her name fast! She’s got new cases to investigate, like a scandalous quiche bake-off, a decades old
mystery buried in her school’s backyard, and why the new boy, Christopher, is being so nice to her.
More adventures and intrigue ensue in Under Suspicion: A Friday Barnes Mystery, the second book in
the illustrated Friday Barnes mystery series, starring a genius detective with the brains (and social
skills) of Sherlock Holmes. Don't miss any of the Friday Barnes books! Start the adventure all over
again with Girl Detective: A Friday Barnes Mystery or continue on with Book Three, No Rules: A
Friday Barnes Mystery by R. A. Spratt and illustrated by Phil Gosier. Praise for Under Suspicion: A
Friday Barnes Mystery: “Spratt continues to hit just the right mix of dry humor and suspense. Her
characterization of her protagonist shines . . . Readers know that, like Sherlock Holmes, Friday will
solve every mystery; the book’s fun is in seeing how she does it . . . A cliffhanger ending will have
readers drumming their fingers as they wait for the next episode.” —Kirkus Reviews “[For] readers
who like humor but also want more intelligent characters and jokes, as well as those who like quirky
mysteries.” —Booklist “This second book in the Friday Barnes series is even funnier and quirkier than
its predecessor.” —School Library Journal
Friday Barnes Under Suspicion Apr 09 2021 “A must-have series for middle-grade readers.”
—Booklist Friday Barnes, girl detective, is... under arrest?! Getting arrested was the last thing Friday
expected after solving the swamp-yeti mystery at her boarding school. But she better clear her name
fast! She’s got new cases to investigate, like a scandalous quiche bake-off, a decades old mystery
buried in her school’s backyard, and why the new boy, Christopher, is being so nice to her. More
adventures and intrigue ensue in Friday Barnes, Under Suspicion, the second book in the illustrated
Friday Barnes mystery series, starring a genius detective with the brains (and social skills) of Sherlock
Holmes. Don’t miss Book 1, Friday Barnes, Girl Detective!
The Sleeping Beauty Killer Feb 19 2022 Living under suspicion after wrongly serving time for her

fiance's murder, Casey attracts the attention of newswoman Laurie, who pledges to exonerate her in
spite of the machinations of an attention-stealing former prosecutor.
Under Suspicion Jul 12 2021 The author focuses on the media's affect of sincerity and its manufacture
of trust to appease skeptics. He identifies forms of media sincerity and its effect on politics, culture,
society, and conceptions of the self. He relies on different philosophical writings thematizing the gaze
of the other, from the theories of Heidegger, Sartre, Mauss, and Bataille to the poststructuralist
formulations of Lacan and Derrida. He also considers media "states of exception" and their creation of
effects of sincerity -- a strategy that feeds the media's predilection for the extraordinary and the
sensational, further fueling the public's suspicions.
The Ice People 8 - Under Suspicion Feb 07 2021 Rumour and suspicion continue to haunt the Ice
People. When the bodies of four murdered women are found in the woods, the family with magical
powers is immediately suspected. A young girl, Hilde, is also drawn into the investigation and accused
of being a witch. She's lived alone with her cruel father for years, and is now threatened with death for
witchcraft. But the Ice People are always kind to those in need. The family take Hilde in and protect
her.As the mystery of the murders unfolds, new threats – and new loyalties – emerge. The Ice People
must once again pull together to survive.
Under Suspicion Nov 16 2021 When Friday Barnes cracked the case of Highcrest Academy's
mysterious swamp-yeti, the last thing she expected was to be placed under arrest. Now with the law on
her back and Ian Wainscott in her face, Friday is not so sure boarding school was the smartest choice.
From a missing or not-so-missing calculator to the appearance of strange holes in the school field, she
is up to her pork-pie hat in crimes-and she swears not all of them are hers. There's also new boy
Christopher, who has taken quite a shine to Friday, to contend with.
I've Got You Under My Skin Jan 18 2022 In this gripping #1 New York Times bestseller from Queen
of Suspense Mary Higgins Clark, a Manhattan ER doctor is brazenly murdered in front of his young
son in a city playground. Five years later, his killer is still at large. When Laurie Moran’s husband was
brutally murdered, only three-year-old Timmy saw the face of his father’s killer. Five years later his
piercing blue eyes still haunt Timmy’s dreams. Laurie is haunted by more—the killer’s threat to her
son as he fled the scene: “Tell your mother she’s next, then it’s your turn…” Now Laurie is dealing
with murder again, this time as the producer of a true-crime, cold-case television show. The series will
launch with the twenty-year-old unsolved murder of Betsy Powell. Betsy, a socialite, was found
suffocated in her bed after a gala celebrating the graduation of her daughter and three friends. The
sensational murder was news nationwide. Reopening the case in its lavish setting and with the
cooperation of the surviving guests that night, Laurie is sure to have a hit on her hands. But when the
estranged friends begin filming, it becomes clear each is hiding secrets…small and large. And a pair of
blue eyes is watching events unfold, too…
Gender and Exemplarity in Medieval and Early Modern Spain Sep 14 2021 Gender and
Exemplarity in Medieval and Early Modern Spain gathers a series of studies on the interplay between
gender, sanctity and exemplarity in regard to literary production in the Iberian Peninsula.
MARRIAGE UNDER SUSPICION Apr 21 2022 Kate is content with her life. Sure, there are problems
at times, but she'’s happy to have a fun job and a loving husband. But that all ends the day she receives
an unmarked letter claiming that her husband is seeing another woman While outraged by the
outlandish claim, anxiety wells up within Kate and she begins to doubt her happiness. Kate’s husband,
Ryan, is a successful author. She thought it was only their clashing schedules intruding on their time
together, but when Kate begins to investigate Ryan, the foundation of their marriage begins to
crumble. Can it be saved?
Under Suspicion Mar 28 2020 Two federal agents must crack the secrets hidden deep in the bayou…
Undercover agent Zach Winter vows to expose the truth behind his best friend's death and protect the
pregnant widow left behind. But his de facto partner, Maddy Tierney, isn't the average federal-agentturned-bodyguard—she's too beautiful, too capable and too damn tempting. It isn't until he rescues her
from a kidnapping attempt that their relationship goes from uneasy to explosive. With the criminals

closing in and time running out, Zach knows he'd put his own life on the line in order to protect a
vulnerable widow. And to ensure the safety of the woman he can't imagine saying goodbye to.
Sea of Suspicion Feb 25 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR From New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author Toni Anderson, a “riveting story of suspense and the depths
and heights of human character”* set on the rugged east coast of Scotland. A Nook Top 100 bestseller
and a Best Book of 2010 Nominee by The Romance Reviews Marine biologist Susie Cooper traded
her life in America for a dream job on the rugged Scottish coast. Now all she lacks is the right man to
start a family with. After their first meeting, she knows sexy Detective Inspector Nick Archer isn’t
what she’s looking for. He’s the type of guy whose idea of commitment is staying the whole night.
Nick has returned to St. Andrews for one reason only—to fulfill his vow to find his wife’s killer.
Relentless in his twelve-year quest for justice, he has no problem using Susie to get close to his
primary suspect: her boss. But the passion between them smolders, and as it ignites, Nick finds himself
torn between his past and his present—with Susie. When one of her boss’s students is murdered,
Nick’s investigation draws Susie into a web of madness and betrayal. They will have to learn to trust
each other if they’re going to catch a killer...and come out of this alive. This book is approximately
84,000 words One-click with confidence. This title is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all
the romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! * The Romance Reviews Originally
published in 2010
All Dressed in White Dec 17 2021 The second novel in the "series following The Cinderella Murder,
featuring intrepid television producer Laurie Moran as she investigates the case of a missing bride.
Five years ago Amanda Pierce was excitedly preparing to marry her college sweetheart in a lavish
ceremony at The Grand Victoria Hotel in Palm Beach. Then, with their guests and families on site,
Amanda disappeared. In present-day New York City, Laurie Moran realizes a missing bride is the
perfect cold case for her investigative television series, Under Suspicion."-Under Suspicion May 30 2020 Museum curator Anna Lundgren's career takes off with the success of
the opening of her first exhibition. But elation turns to horror when the theft of an ancient Mayan jade
dagger and the murder of a guard bring the police. Anna becomes the main suspect, and when her only
ally, Detective Gil Garcia, starts to doubt her, Anna must find who took the dagger and killed the
guard.
Under Suspicion Nov 04 2020 She's the new head of the Underworld Detection Agency's strangest
division. What a nightmare. . . Being a human immune to magic helped Sophie Lawson get promoted.
It's also made her a major, very reluctant player in a game that stretches beyond even the Underworld.
Having handsome buttoned-down Englishman Will as her new guardian is one tempting blessing,
especially since sexy fallen angel Alex is mysteriously MIA lately. But as a frightening number of
demons start disappearing around the city, Sophie suspects that an Armageddon-level prophecy is
about to become everyone's nightmare. And her investigation is testing her bravery--and Will's
unexpected vulnerability--in ways neither could predict. Now Sophie and Will are fast running out of
time as an unstoppable evil prepares to lay waste to demons and humans alike. . . Praise for Hannah
Jayne's Under Attack "This urban fantasy tale smartly balances riveting action with wonderful light
touches. . .New readers and returning fans will find it entirely accessible and enjoyable." --Publishers
Weekly (starred review)
Piece of My Heart Jul 24 2022 "Television producer Laurie Moran and her fiancé, Alex Buckley, the
former host of her investigative television show Under Suspicion, are just days away from their
midsummer wedding when Alex's seven-year-old nephew, Johnny, vanishes from the beach. Witnesses
recall Johnny playing in the water and collecting shells near an ice cream shack, but when his new
sitter turned her head, he had vanished. As the sun sets, Johnny's skim board washes up on shore, and
everyone realizes that he could be anywhere, even in the ocean. Could the abduction be related to the
wedding? Was Laurie's ten-year-old son, Timmy, the intended target? Or was Johnny abducted by a
stranger? Laurie and Alex, along with Johnny's parents and Leo Farley, Laurie's father and a retired
NYPD detective, are determined to track down every lead." -- Page [4] cover.

Automating Inequality Jun 18 2019 WINNER: The 2018 McGannon Center Book Prize and shortlisted
for the Goddard Riverside Stephan Russo Book Prize for Social Justice The New York Times Book
Review: "Riveting." Naomi Klein: "This book is downright scary." Ethan Zuckerman, MIT: "Should
be required reading." Dorothy Roberts, author of Killing the Black Body: "A must-read." Astra Taylor,
author of The People's Platform: "The single most important book about technology you will read this
year." Cory Doctorow: "Indispensable." A powerful investigative look at data-based
discrimination—and how technology affects civil and human rights and economic equity The State of
Indiana denies one million applications for healthcare, foodstamps and cash benefits in three
years—because a new computer system interprets any mistake as “failure to cooperate.” In Los
Angeles, an algorithm calculates the comparative vulnerability of tens of thousands of homeless people
in order to prioritize them for an inadequate pool of housing resources. In Pittsburgh, a child welfare
agency uses a statistical model to try to predict which children might be future victims of abuse or
neglect. Since the dawn of the digital age, decision-making in finance, employment, politics, health
and human services has undergone revolutionary change. Today, automated systems—rather than
humans—control which neighborhoods get policed, which families attain needed resources, and who is
investigated for fraud. While we all live under this new regime of data, the most invasive and punitive
systems are aimed at the poor. In Automating Inequality, Virginia Eubanks systematically investigates
the impacts of data mining, policy algorithms, and predictive risk models on poor and working-class
people in America. The book is full of heart-wrenching and eye-opening stories, from a woman in
Indiana whose benefits are literally cut off as she lays dying to a family in Pennsylvania in daily fear
of losing their daughter because they fit a certain statistical profile. The U.S. has always used its most
cutting-edge science and technology to contain, investigate, discipline and punish the destitute. Like
the county poorhouse and scientific charity before them, digital tracking and automated decisionmaking hide poverty from the middle-class public and give the nation the ethical distance it needs to
make inhumane choices: which families get food and which starve, who has housing and who remains
homeless, and which families are broken up by the state. In the process, they weaken democracy and
betray our most cherished national values. This deeply researched and passionate book could not be
more timely.
Colton 911: Under Suspicion Sep 26 2022 New York Times Bestselling Author He'll uncover the
truth No matter the cost… Since losing his family, Detective Harry Cartwright lives for the job. So
when he's assigned to investigate the murder of Axel Colton, the hard-boiled cop goes all in… But one
distraction stands in his way. Sara Sandoval is the victim's secret illegitimate daughter—and Harry’s
prime suspect. Can Harry resist his unprofessional feelings for Sara…and protect her from a vengeful
killer? From Harlequin Romantic Suspense: Danger. Passion. Drama. Feel the excitement in these
uplifting romances, part of the Colton 911: Chicago series: Book 1: Colton 911: The Secret Network
by Marie Ferrarella Book 2: Colton 911: Unlikely Alibi by Lisa Childs Book 3: Colton 911:
Undercover Heat by Anna J. Stewart Book 4: Colton 911: Soldier's Return by Karen Whiddon Book 5:
Colton 911: Hidden Target by Colleen Thompson Book 6: Colton 911: Guardian in the Storm by Carla
Cassidy Book 7: Colton 911: Secret Defender by Marie Ferrarella Book 8: Colton 911: Temptation
Undercover by Jennifer Morey Book 9: Colton 911: Forged in Fire by Linda Warren Book 10: Colton
911: Desperate Ransom by Cindy Dees Book 11: Colton 911: Secret Alibi by Beth Cornelison Book
12: Colton 911: Under Suspicion by Bonnie Vanak
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